
Decoupling surface water from the 
sewage system using stone wool.
Addressing climate change in  
urban areas.



Surface water infiltration 
with stone wool
Heavy rainfall puts a strain on existing sewers. Insufficient capacity causes local 
flooding. Added to this, in most circumstances it is policy to preclude surface 
water from entering wastewater sewer networks. Rather than conveying surface 
water to elsewhere, it should be enabled to infiltrate where it falls.

Rockflow builds underground systems made of 100% recyclable stone wool. 
When it rains, stone wool rapidly absorbs up to 95% of its volume in water. 
That water then gradually infiltrates to the surrounding soils or is discharged 
after a delay to the existing surface water sewer or a watercourse.

This system reduces flooding, complies with regulations and is a sustainable 
measure in addressing climate change.

Rockflow systems are made of 100% recyclable 
stone wool. Each system consists of elements 
which are easily placed by hand. When 
placed together, the elements form a system 
incorporating water inlets and air vents. A system 
can absorb up to 95% of its own volume in water.

Our underground system offers solutions for 
collection, storage and infiltration of surface 
water where it falls. Its high load-bearing capacity 
leaves the above ground space available for the 
built environment such as infrastructure or nature. 
The speed at which surface water is captured 
underground reduces the disruption caused by 
flooding. Depending on the situation, the water 
then infiltrates to groundwater, can be used 
for urban greenspaces or is discharged to the 
existing surface water sewer system with a delay.

Various heights of stone wool 
elements are available. This allows 
us to provide the right solution 
for a variety of installation depths, 
groundwater levels and storage 
requirements.

How Rockflow works



Extremely high attenuation capacity: up to 95%
In a very short time, Rockflow stone wool elements can 
absorb up to 95% of their volume in water. This provides 
sufficient capacity, even in areas where space is limited. 
It also makes Rockflow ideal for environments with a high 
water table.

High load-bearing capacity, even for the heaviest 
traffic 
The stone fibre structure provides a high load-bearing 
capacity. This makes Rockflow ideal for use under roads, 
public squares, buildings and parks.

Maximum flexibility during installation
In urban settings, there is a chaotic tangle of cables, pipes 
and other obstacles underground. To deal with this, the 
shape of the system and its individual elements can be 
easily modified by hand if required, without affecting the 
performance of the system.

Fully circular stone wool for a sustainable living 
environment
ROCKWOOL’s stone wool is a fully circular product. 
Recycled stone wool is used as a raw material for new 
stone wool, without any loss in quality. 50% of the stone 
wool used in a Rockflow system is made from recycled 
materials. This is supplemented with an inexhaustible 
natural material: basalt.

Durable and simple to maintain 
Rockflow stone wool lasts for several decades. Inspecting 
a Rockflow system while it is in use is simple and cleaning 
it also a routine task.

A Rockflow system 
implemented under a road

Modular Rockflow stone wool elements are in-
stalled below ground level.

When it rains, surface water flows through the drains 
to the lowest point in the stone wool package.

As the Rockflow system fills with water from below, 
the air escapes from the top via the air ventilation 
channel. This allows the system to rapidly fill with 
water.

The system can be designed to make full capacity 
available again within 24 hours, either by infil-
tration, overflow to the surface water sewer or a 
combination of both.

A system of pipes rapidly conveys surface water to 
the Rockflow package of stone wool elements.

The empty spaces between the stone wool fibres 
then completely fill with water. The Rockflow stone 
wool elements can absorb up to 95% of their own 
volume in water.
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For linear infiltration, a system of Rockflow 
stone wool elements are placed in parallel 
underneath or next to a road. The infiltration 
line is connected to the street, pavement and 
the surrounding plots and collects surface 
water. In the majority of situations, the linear 
attenuation and infiltration system replaces the 
surface water sewer. Waste water from toilets, 
washing machines and showers is transported 
for water treatment through a separate waste 
water sewer.

Solutions using Rockflow  
to meet blue-green  
specifications

1 Linear attenuation and 
infiltration system 

Central attenuation and 
infiltration system

Sometimes it is more efficient to collect surface water from 
surrounding roofs, streets and impermeable surfaces at 
a single location. For existing built-up areas or housing 
developments where decentralised solutions cannot meet 
storage requirements or when there is insufficient space, 
installing a central attenuation and infiltration system can 
be the best choice. Water is drained from the surrounding 
area towards a central place. This is often underneath a car 
park, square or park. The surface water from the surrounding 
area is collected at this central place and infiltrates either to 
groundwater or gradually discharges into the sewer system. 
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A swale is not only a perfect 
method of capturing surface 
water, it also enhances the green 
character of an area. To meet high 
surface water storage requirements 
if there is limited space, as is often 
the case in urban areas, swales 
may need to be relatively deep or 
take up too much space. This is at 
the expense of amenities such as 
parking spaces. By using Rockflow 
in a swale, it can be shallower 
and therefore safer. It also makes 
maintenance easier. In addition to 
its storage capacity, the surface 
water collected by a so-called 
‘blue-green swale’ can be used 
for irrigation. Particularly during 
dry spells, this means that plants 
require watering less frequently and 
creates a safe, low-maintenance 
green appearance.

Plants in urban areas need an adequate water supply 
to enable them to grow during hot dry spells. Rockflow 
products specially developed for this purpose store 
water underneath green spaces. Watering is required 
less often and it is possible to fill the storage volume 
in one event. Rockflow can be used for greening 
measures, improving the natural water balance. It 
works as storage volume in wet spells and makes water 
available during dry spells.

We always offer our green spaces solution in 
combination with Rockflow systems that provide 
attenuation for large volumes of surface water. In 
periods of heavy rainfall, the storage volume is 
designed to empty as rapidly as possible, making it 
available for the next rainfall.

Taking part in sport is healthy, but until recently, 
conventional artificial pitches were not. On sunny days 
these pitches often become too hot, creating unhealthy 
playing conditions for players and an extra heat source 
within the urban area. Together with our partner 
DutchBlue we developed BlueLay, a water-bearing stone 
wool layer. BlueLay stores rain or other water directly 
below the synthetic turf. This is then released by natural 
evaporation and cools the playing area. This is how we 
create pleasant and safe playing conditions and a pitch 
that addresses climate change in the city!

Blue-green swale

Green spaces

Sport
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Niellerveld, Roermond, the Netherlands

N273 secondary road, Baarlo (Limburg), the Netherlands

Zoeterwoude, the Netherlands

Amsterdam, the Netherlands



Rockflow’s DNA 
Professional consultation from  
feasibility to installation

Adaptation and innovation are essential to keep towns and cities liveable 
for the future and to mitigate for climate change and its consequences. 
European and national regulations and local bye-laws provide a framework 
for how to deal with surface water in specific circumstances. In addition, local 
authorities expect project developers, businesses and residents to actively 
participate in sustainable surface water management.
 
At Rockflow we supervise every project from feasibility to installation. Our 
team consists of professionals including hydrologists and engineers who 
understand regional and local requirements and regulations. With this in-
house expertise and the experience gained from over 250 installed Rockflow 
infiltration projects, we can guarantee you a fast and professional service. 
We will actively work with you to find the right solution for each project, with 
its individual constraints. In the implementation phase, we provide thorough 
explanations to ensure efficient installation.

A team of experts with in-depth knowledge 
of local and regional legislation1

Tailor-made advice for your project, 
considering your specific situation2

Personal supervision before and  
during installation and delivery4

Professionally produced 
drawings3

Invaluable experience5



Eindhoven
The city is growing. More and more hard surfacing is appearing 
and the number of inhabitants, businesses and sewer connections 
is rapidly increasing. Due to the changing climate, the maximum 
capacity of the existing surface water sewer is being exceeded 
more frequently during heavy rainfall, resulting in local flooding.

Advantages of Rockflow for this project:
■ Flexibility; can deal with the many underground obstacles
■ Ideal for applications in narrow streets
■ Water stays where it fell

Lees de hele case op: rockwool.com/rockflow-eindhoven-en

Amsterdam
The goal of the Amsterdam Rainproof platform is to increase the 
city’s resilience to worsening heavy rain storms.

Challenges of this project:
■ Rainwater cannot soak into the ground
■ Limited space
■ Aim to reduce intensive maintenance

Lees de hele case op: rockwool.com/rockflow-amsterdam-en

Hedemora, Sweden
Increased building and hard surfacing results in an overloaded 
rainwater system.

Challenges facing this project:
■ Heavy traffic on the route through the city
■ Collection point for water from the upstream area
■ Overloaded existing sewer system

Lees de hele case op: rockwool.com/rockflow-hedemora-en

Current projects
Rockflow is providing climate change solutions in over 250 locations, yet every 
project is unique. We provide tailor-made solutions, working together with local 
authorities, businesses and entrepreneurs.

Rockflow means tailor-made 
solutions
Smart surface water management 
using Rockflow is always a tailor-
made solution. In its simplest form, 
it consists of stone wool elements, 
buried under the ground, that allow 
surface water to infiltrate gradually 
into the soil. In more complex 
situations, for instance in heavily 
built-up urban areas or underneath 
roads or industrial estates, the 
design, calculation and sizing of the 
system is done in collaboration with 
an engineering consultant. In that 
case, the stone wool elements are 
connected to a carefully designed 
system of pipes and drains.

Disconnecting a 
supermarket roof and 
car park. 
Zevenaar, the 
Netherlands

Installation of central 
attenuation device in a 
housing project.
Deurne, the Netherlands

Municipal sewer renewal 
project. Roermond,  
the Netherlands



Our climate 
is changing
We can see  
and feel it all 
around us

The climate is changing. The earth’s temperature is rising. Climate 
change affects the quality of life in towns and cities. The evidence is 
clear:

60% 9%
Increase in number of days with 
extreme rainfall since the 1960s

Annually, 2011-2020 was 9% wetter 
than 1961-1990. 
(UK and Global extreme events – Heavy 
rainfall and floods - Met Office)

Too much water
Intensifying rainfall causes 
flooding and drainage 
problems.

Too little water
Lengthy periods of drought 
means landscaping receives 
insufficient water and wilts.

Heat stress
Lack of vegetation and 
shade in cities causes heat 
islands with extreme high 
temperatures.
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With the natural 
power of the stone 
to the modern  
circular economy
In nature, the circular economy is the norm. All living things exist, 
die and come back to life - sometimes in new forms – it is a never-
ending cycle. Rockflow stone wool is made from an inexhaustible 
raw material: basalt rock. This is obtained in the immediate vicinity 
of our plants. In addition to Rockflow stone wool, ROCKWOOL 
manufactures stone wool products for building insulation, fireproof 
facade panels, acoustic solutions and substrate solutions for 
growing tomatoes and other crops. At the end of the lifecycle of 
every ROCKWOOL product, we take back the used stone wool 
and use it as a raw material for new stone wool products. Real 
recycling - without loss of quality. This makes stone wool a unique 
product that is fully circular in nature. Rockflow stone wool already 
contains 50% recycled stone wool.

Rockcycle
ROCKWOOL’s Rockcycle® program offers professional 
support for the take-back and processing of rock wool 
waste at 17 locations worldwide. In 2021, 64,000 tons 
of stone wool were processed into new sustainable 
products.

Collecting used stone wool to be recycled into new stone wool products.



Transparent sustainability along  
the entire value chain
Sustainability is an integral part of our business strategy. 
ROCKWOOL helps meet the challenges of climate change and 
create new opportunities that enrich modern life, creating safe, 
healthy and climate-resilient cities.

Transparency is our top priority: to produce stone wool, you 
still have to work at high temperatures. At ROCKWOOL, we 
therefore continuously monitor and improve the ecological 
balance of our entire production system - from the local 
procurement of raw materials, to the production, installation 
and use of our products, to the recycling of used rock wool into 
new products. Local raw material extraction, state-of-the-art 
energy-efficient factories and the unique recycling program 
Rockcycle® have always played a major role. We document our 
progress every year in the ROCKWOOL Sustainability Report, 
in which our goals and results are presented transparently. In 
doing so, we are guided by sustainability targets set by the 
United Nations.

Ambitious sustainability goals
As part of the Science Based Targets (SBTi) initiative, we have 
committed ourselves to ambitious and verifiable sustainability 
goals, such as:
■   Reduce absolute emissions from our factories by 38% by  

2034 (compared to 2019)
■   Reduction of all other greenhouse gas emissions by 20%  

by 2034 (compared to 2019)

In 2021, we achieved the 2022 interim target for two other 
sustainability goals: In terms of CO2 intensity, we achieved a 16 
percent reduction compared to the interim target of 10 percent. 
In the area of material recovery, we have added three new sites to 
the list of countries using Rockcycle® to recover rockwool waste. 
Rockcycle® is now offered in 17 countries versus the preliminary 
target of 15 countries.

Independent Life Cycle Analysis (LCA) 
for Rockflow: Stone wool is proven to 
perform well
The life cycle assessment of Rockflow stone wool is also analyzed 
using quantifiable and independent methods and compared with 
similar products. Rockflow stone wool performs with a significantly 
smaller ecological footprint than other solutions with comparable 
water storage capacity. The relevant Environmental Product 
Declaration (EPD) and an overview of the Life Cycle Analysis (LCA) 
can be viewed on our website.

The numbers represent the GWP (Global Warming Potential) value of the stone wool value chain



The original situation
■  Groessen, just a stone’s throw from Arnhem, was looking for a solution for 

rainwater capture and infiltration.
■  Groessen has such a high-water table that solutions deep underground 

would be underwater for much of the year.
■  Existing underground cables and pipelines also have to be considered. A 

rainwater drainage system would require existing cables and pipes to be 
diverted or laid deep underground, in the groundwater.

Rainwater infiltration:  
the triple challenge in  
Groessen
How do you infiltrate rainwater with the triple challenge of a high 
groundwater level, torrential showers and extended dry periods? 
Groessen was tackling these issues and found a flexible, natural and 
sustainable solution in Rockflow.

Project details
Project location Groessen
Customer  Municipality of 

Duiven 
Partners  NTP Infra Zevenaar 
Solution  Linear attenuation 

and infiltration  
system

Case Study > Project in Groessen

The project in Groessen was a major undertaking. 
To start with, the waste water sewer was replaced, 
then the Rockflow elements were installed and 
rainwater drainage from the houses and the street 
drains were connected to the buffer. The Rockflow 
system is laid at the same depth as the cables and 
pipes. Where one obstructs the other, a gap is 
left between the Rockflow buffers. They are then 
connected to each other by pipes so it functions as 
one system. 

The Rockflow system provides a solution for 
these major challenges
1. Too much water
2. Too little water
3. Heat stress

The result
The result of this project meets Groessen’s 
challenges in all respects:

A system above a high-water table

The groundwater level in Groessen is high. During 
the wet season, the groundwater level remains just 
below the Rockflow system. Other forms of water 
retention were limited or not feasible.

One solution for all the various K values

The infiltration rate of the soil varies widely from 
0.4 metres to 2.5 metres per day. Rockflow’s large 
infiltration surface means that in Groessen it is 
also able to infiltrate soil areas with a relatively low 
infiltration rate.

Large-scale and inexpensive water storage

The Rockflow linear infiltration was designed to 
capture up to 30mm of rain. Traditionally, a large 
diameter pipe was needed to achieve this capacity, 
which would have made the project many times 
more expensive.

Together with the project supervisors, the Rockflow 
team ensures the system is properly and quickly 
installed. This means giving clear instructions in 
advance, with Rockflow sharing its knowledge and 
experience from previous projects. Before, during 
and after the installation, Rockflow’s experts remain 
closely involved.

The solution: stone wool
The team in Groessen has found an infiltration 
solution that satisfies all their specific needs: stone 
wool. The existing rainwater drainage system 
was replaced by a Rockflow linear infiltration and 
drainage system underneath the road over a 
distance of 800 metres.

Rainwater is effectively collected below the street by 
Rockflow. Rain infiltrates into the ground naturally, 
exactly where it landed.

The Rockflow buffer is made of a material naturally 
sourced from the ground: stone wool. This material 
can rapidly absorb 95% of its volume in water 
before it gradually infiltrates into the ground. 
This infiltration-based solution differs significantly 
from the original drainage solution where water is 
transported away from the site. Rockflow creates 
less load on the sewer network and helps restore 
the natural water balance.

Watch the video:



At the ROCKWOOL Group, we’re committed to enriching 
the lives of everyone who experiences our solutions. Our 
expertise is perfectly suited to tackle many of today’s 
biggest sustainability and development challenges, from 
energy consumption and noise pollution, to fire-resilience, 
water scarcity and flooding. Our range of products reflect 
the diverse needs of the world, while supporting our 
stakeholders in reducing their own carbon footprint. 

Stone wool is a versatile material and forms the basis of all 
our businesses. With over 11,500 passionate colleagues in 
39 countries, we’re the world leader in stone wool solutions, 
from building insulation to acoustic ceilings; external 
cladding systems to horticultural solutions; engineered fibres 
for industrial use to insulation for the process industry – 
as well as marine and offshore.

Rockflow is a registered trademark of  
ROCKWOOL INTERNATIONAL A/S.  
© ROCKWOOL B.V. 2022.  
All rights reserved.

Visiting address
Rockflow (ROCKWOOL B.V.)

Delfstoffenweg 2
6045 JH Roermond 

The Netherlands

Postal address
Rockflow (ROCKWOOL B.V.)

P.O. Box 1160
6040 KD Roermond

The Netherlands

Tel: +31 4 75 35 35 55
Email: rockflow@rockwool.com

www.rockwool.com/rockflow


